High time resolution measurements made inside the magnetopause from L = 7 to L = 14 by the University of California at Los Angeles fluxgate magnetometer aboard the Ogo 5 satellite demonstrate that Pc 1-2 magnetic field oscillations are occasionally present in portions of the outer magnetosphere. Eleven events have been studied so far, and all of them occurred in the afternoon sector at geomagnetic latitudes from 0 ø to +30 ø. Both the solar wind dynamic pressure and the magnetospheric cold plasma density were enhanced during events for which the respective data were available. The IMF had a southward component approximately 2 hours before the events; however, there was no significant correlation between the time of the events and either storm recovery phase or substorm onset. The magnetic field perturbations in each event were primarily transverse to the ambient field with amplitudes ranging from 2 to 8 3•; however, small compressional oscillations, evidenced by l-to 2-3• fluctuations in the total field magnitude, were sometimes present. Most of the transverse perturbations exhibited lefthanded polarization. Brief excursions into the magnetosheath during two of the events revealed a highly disturbed magnetic field with significant power in frequencies of _>0.1 Hz. Although the magnetosheath was a source of free energy for waves at Pc 1-2 frequencies, the data within the magnetosphere suggest that the observed pulsations were ion cyclotron waves generated at the geomagnetic equator at large radial distances.
as hot protons drifted into regions of enhanced cold plasma density on the dayside. Feigin et al. [1978] theoretically determined that the growth rate of ion cyclotron waves generated near L = 8-9 on the dayside would maximize for a cold particle density of •40/cm 3.
The difficulty in determining the Pc 1 source location from ground observations is complicated by the effects of ionospheric conductivity. Currents induced in the E and F layers by an incident wave can attenuate, duct, and change the polarization of the transmitted signal [Greifinger, 1972; Greifinger and Greifinger, 1973 authors suggested that the Pc 1 source region is extended in space, and, whereas a satellite is capable of making only a single point measurement, the ground stations sample waves from a large spatial area.
Although they are capable of sampling distinct local time regions, geosynchronous satellites are nevertheless restricted to a very small range of latitudes and radial distances. A satellite with a highly elliptic orbit, however, is able to contribute to our understanding of .Pc 2-2 wave generation in the magnetosphere by sampling distinct spatial regions over a large range of radial distances. Geos 1 will be useful for exploring regions inside L = 7.1. We are able to examine Pc 1-2 waves outside L = 7 using data from the University of Using the Ogo 5 data, we present here the results of the first systematic search for Pc 1-2 magnetic field pulsations beyond synchronous orbit, from L = 7 to L = 14. We have identified 11 events within the time period from March 1968 to February 1969. We define an event as a portion of one day during which Pc l-2-oscillations occurred. All of the events occurred in the afternoon quadrant of the magnetosphere. All were associated with both enhanced pressure regions in the solar wind and a southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). In all cases for which data were available the magnetospheric cold H + ion density was seen to exceed the normal trough density. The pulsations themselves were primarily transverse to the ambient field, and the polarization of the waves was predominately left handed for most of the events.
Based on a comparison between instrument sensitivity and Pc 1-2 observations at various spacecraft, we consider the observed relations between our events and interplanetary conditions, as well as direct comparisons between our results and those at ATS 1, ATS 6, and Geos 1, to be meaningful. The Experimenters, 1978] . The similarity of the Pc I observation frequencies suggests that wave amplitudes were well above the instrument noise levels, rendering differences in instrument sensitivity unimportant. The sensitivity of the Ogo 5 magnetometer at 10 -• Hz is essentially the same as that aboard ATS 1, and, as will be seen, the amplitudes of our observed Pc 1-2 waves were also large compared with instrument noise levels. We therefore feel that few events were missed because of magnetometer sensitivity.
I n the following sections we discuss the approach to the data selection, the solar wind and geomagnetic conditions at the time of the events, and the data themselves, and we conclude with a summary and discussion in which we suggest that we have observed ion cyclotron waves which were generated at radial distances well beyond the plasmapause.
SELECTION CRITERIA
The time periods for which the high-resolution magnetic field data were to be processed were chosen in two ways. The primary objective of the first approach was to determine whether Pc 1-2 pulsations could be found in the outer magnetosphere. Accordingly, the initial search was focused on portions of the data which satisfied conditions found to maximize the probability of Pc 1-2 observations at synchronous orbit [Bossen et al., 1976a ]. Times were chosen in which Ogo 5 was in the afternoon-evening sector of the magnetosphere either during the recovery phase of a geomagnetic storm, as determined by Dst, or within hours after the onset of a substorm expansion phase as determined by mid-latitude magnetograms and AE. Using the above guidelines, which we shall call method A, a total of 45 hours on 30 different days were studied. We found events on 3 different days, with pulsations occurring for a total duration of 2 hours, 50 min.
Having established the existence of Pc 1-2 pulsations beyond L -7 by method A, we used a second search method to establish the spatial distribution of the events. In this approach, method B, 4.6-s-averaged magnetic field data plots were scanned by eye. Plots of these data for 7 months, from March to June 1968 and from September 1968 to January 1969, were available. Most local time sectors were covered by the Ogo 5 orbit during these intervals. The 4.6-s averages of the magnetic field data limit the frequency range for which events can be observed; only waves whose periods were greater than 9.2 s could be seen, although aliased power produced by fluctuations with periods down to •5 s was sometimes discerned.
Because method B does not identify events at the highfrequency end of the Pc 1-2 band, there are some limitations on its usefulness. The spatial region over which it should enable us to identify events can be estimated by noting that observed Pc 1 frequencies at synchronous orbit are typically 10-20% of the proton gyrofrequency at the geomagnetic equator [Bossen et al., 1976a] . Assuming that this is true for the entire magnetosphere and that the earth's magnetic field is essentially that of a dipole, method B should identify Pc 1-2 pulsations beyond L -• 7.5.
A total of 1364.5 hours of data, representing all the times within the 7 months that Ogo 5 was in the magnetosphere, was examined using method B, and events lasting for an additional The spatial region within or near the dusk plasmapause is a likely ion cyclotron wave generation region [Cornwall, 1977] ; however, our ability to observe Pc 1-2 oscillations at these low L values was inhibited by two factors. In high field regions, Given are the days and times of the intervals, satellite position midway through each data interval, wave period, average transverse peak-peak amplilude of oscillation, and method by which the event was found. For times when data were analyzed by method B, there were nine periods of enhanced solar wind pressure. We separate these nine periods into two groups, those for which Ogo was in the afternoon sector, to be called 'afternoon periods,' and those for which Ogo was near dawn, to be called 'morning periods.' The nine periods of enhanced solar wind pressure corresponded to five afternoon periods and four morning periods. Pc 1-2 events were found during or within a few hours of all five of the afternoon periods, but no events were found during the four morning periods. In addition, no Pc 1-2 event was found during extended intervals when the solar wind pressure remained less than 2.80 X l0 -8 dyn/cm 2.
SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS
Although the statistics of the survey are quite limited, the results suggest that Pc 1-2 events are preferentially seen in the afternoon sector and that they are associated with enhanced solar wind pressure on the magnetosphere. We cannot determine whether the existence of the Pc 1-2 waves was influenced by the magnitude of the solar wind pressure, the increase in pressure, or both. Sharp leading edges were characteristic of all five afternoon periods, but since Ogo was in the magnetosphere for only a portion of each period, we could not ascertain the precise relation between the onset of Pc 1-2 oscillations and the time that the leading edge passed the earth. We , I , , , , , I , , , , , I , , , , , I , Plasma motions which can affect the density calculation result from the dawn-dusk convection electric field, electric fields of long-period hydromagmetic waves, and finite temperature of the plasma. For a cold plasma distribution modulated by a long-period wave, Kivelson [1976] showed that a good estimate of the actual density is the average reported density for each wave cycle. However, the reported densities may be off by a factor of 1-3 because of finite temperature effects (C. Although there is not complete agreement between observation and theory, we can construct a scenario, based on our observations, consistent with the idea that most of the observed waves were generated by ion cyclotron instability of protons near the geomagnetic equator. In Figures 2 and 3 we showed evidence that the observed Pc 1-2 events occurred at the time that high-pressure regions in the solar wind passed the earth and a few hours after the IMF exhibited a significant southward component. A correlation between large northsouth components of the IMF and interaction regions in the solar wind was statistically proven by Rosenberg et al. [ 1978] .
It is well established that enhanced magnetospheric convection is associated with an enhanced southward Bz [Russell et al., 1974] . The solar wind electric field, directed dawn-dusk for the case of a southward Bz, is transmitted through the magnetopause boundary and is applied across the entire magnetosphere. Although this enhanced energy transfer from solar wind to magnetosphere sometimes results in explosive energy release in the tail, as in substorms, recent evidence has shown that the magnetosphere may attain a steady state at a higher energy level without substorms being triggered [Pytte et al., 1978] . We have shown that our events are not, in general, closely associated with either storms or substorms.
The enhanced cross-magnetospheric electric field will result in an enhanced transport of particles sunward. Cold plasma, initially corotating with the earth, will start to convect sunward, giving rise to ion density enhancements in the noondusk quadrant as seen on Ogo 5 [Chappell, 1974] . Energetic particles will also convect sunward; in particular, energetic ions will drift sunward through dusk and can develop a net pitch angle anisotropy from mechanisms such as charge exchange [Cornwall, 1977; Cowley, 1977] Figure 5 we suggested that some wave power was transmitted from the magnetosheath into the magnetosphere, and it is possible that the waves present in the magnetosphere during these time intervals were produced by a source at the magnetopause rather than internal magnetospheric processes.
As is seen in Figure 6 , there are also four time intervals not closely associated with magnetosheath encounters which contain right-hand-polarized waves. Two possible explanations of the observed polarization have occurred to us. A source at the magnetopause cannot be ruled out, because there is no way of knowing just how close the spacecraft was to the magnetopause. Alternatively, we note that three of the four points have small predicted ellipticities which indicate that the wave is propagating at a large angle to the magnetic field. It is possible that ion cyclotron waves which are propagating at large angles with respect to the field, and therefore are nearly linearly polarized, could mode-convert into fast waves (J. Maggs, private communication, 1978). The fast waves could account for the occasional observation of right-handed ellipticity.
We can gain some insight into the extent of the wave generation region by comparing the Pc 1-2 occurrence frequency at Ogo 5 with the frequencies at ATS 1 and ATS 6. Since Ogo 5 spends most of its 2.5-day orbit in the solar wind, the probability of observing a Pc 1-2 event per orbit is smaller for Ogo than for ATS 1 and ATS 6, which nominally spend their entire 24-hour orbit in the magnetosphere. To eliminate, as much as possible, the possible consequences of the dissimilarity of the satellites' orbits, we define the occurrence frequency to be the number of Pc 1-2 events observed per examination hour. The number of examination hours is defined to be the time spent by the satellite in a region where it is able to observe Pc 1-2 waves of magnetospheric origin. Geosynchronous satellites will have 24 examination hours per orbit. The number of examination hours for Ogo 5 is taken to be the total time spent in the magnetosphere from L = 7 to L = 14 irrespective of local time position. Using the times covered by the method 13 search to calculate the total number of examination hours for Ogo 5, we find the occurrence frequency to be . The occurrence frequency of Pc 1-2 waves is seen to be significantly lower beyond geosynchronous orbit than at or near it. Furthermore, the average event duration at ATS 1 was 15-30 min [Bossen et al., 1976a] , while events lasted for _> 1 hour at Ogo (see Table 1 ). One possible explanation of such results is that the Pc 1-2 generation region is radially limited with an outer boundary which occasionally moves outside L -• 7. Longer-duration events will be seen at Ogo if the generation region which extends to large L is longer lived than that which terminates near the ATS orbit.
However, special assumptions regarding the shape of the generation region can equally well account for the observed occurrence frequencies. We note that whereas the ATS satel-through the outer magnetosphere was predominantly radial. If lifetime of ring current ions, Planet. Space $ci., 25, 385, 1977.
the Pc 1-2 generation region is radially extended but confined to a limited range of local times centered at an arbitrary local time in the postnoon quadrant, then ATS 1 and ATS 6, which covered all local times in one orbit, could conceivably observe a greater number of events than Ogo. The radially moving Ogo would see a longer-duration event if its orbit fortuitously coincided with the radially extended generation region. With the present set of measurements it is not possible to distinguish between the two suggested explanations.
In conclusion, we believe that most of our observed wave events suggest that ion cyclotron waves are being generated in the outer magnetosphere, consistent with ground observations by Heacock [ 1974] and Feigin et al. [ 1978] . In addition, the few intervals of right-hand-polarized waves seen in Figure 6 suggest that a second source of Pc 1-2 waves other than ion cyclotron resonance must exist. We were not able to determine the nature of this second mechanism in the present study. Nevertheless, our results indicate that the plasmapause region can no longer be regarded as the only generation region of ion cyclotron waves.
